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Personal Information   

      Born in Glenside, Pennsylvania, on March 26, 1937. Attended eight grade-schools before going to Mt. Lebanon 
(PA) High School. Married Kay Kristine Anderson of Rochester, N.Y. on August 1, 1964. We lived in Pittsburgh and 
Cambridge (MA) before moving to Drexel Hill (PA) in 1968.  
      Kay is a public health researcher. She has read all of my books and papers and is my best editor.  
      We have two daughters: Kathy J. Armstrong, who married Christopher Gillis (two children, Peter and Astrid 
Armstrong)— and Jennifer L. Armstrong, who married Gregory Jackson (a daughter, Sophie K. Jackson).  
      Cherished times: Living with our young daughters as a Visiting Professor in Stockholm, Honolulu, Lausanne, 
and Canterbury (NZ).  
      Favorite past-time is Running: I was a member of the Mt. Lebanon High School two-mile relay that set a record 
that lasted for 17 years. Won the Philadelphia Broad Street ten-mile run for the over-70 age group, and then 2nd place 
for the over-75 group. 
 
Education 
 

M.I.T., Cambridge, MA: Ph.D. in Management (1968)  
Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA: M.S. in Industrial Administration (1965) 
Lehigh University, Bethlehem, PA: B.A. in Applied Science (1959), and B.S. in Industrial Engineering (1960)  
 

Career Objectives 
 

      Following Benjamin Franklin’s objectives for scientists, I try to discover and disseminate useful scientific 
knowledge. My approach is to test alternative reasonable hypotheses by using experimental evidence to improve 
principles and techniques for management.  
 

Honors, Awards and Recognition 
 

  •  Named one of the “25 Most Famous College Professors Teaching Today” ( 2010) 
 

  •  Listed as one of the "55 of the Hottest, Smartest, Most Talked About College Professors." (2007) 
 

  •  I was asked if I was willing to be included in the list of people willing to be considered for the Science 
Advisor to the President of the United States. I declined as I prefer being only a scientist. 
 

  • “Lifetime Achievement Award in Climate Science” from the Heartland Institute at the 12th International 
Conference on Climate Change (2017) Acceptance speech. For summary of my research, see here.  
 

   •  Received award for the “Armstrong Brilliance in Research in Marketing Award” from the Global Alliance 
of Marketing and Management Associations, Hong Kong. (2016).   

   •  Named as an Alain Elkann ‘Thought Leader’  interview in 2015. 
 

   •  My AdPrin.com won the Merlot Award as the best educational site in business and economics in 2004    

   •  Received the “Distinguished Scholar Award” from the Society for Marketing Advances (2000) 
 

   •  Presented the Silver Jubilee Lecture for the College of Business, Massey University, New Zealand (1997) 
 

    •  Honorary Fellow for “Distinguished Contributions to Forecasting” by the International Institute of Forecasters 
(1996).   

   •  Ranked 15th among U. S. marketing professors based on peer ratings, citations, and publications (Kirkpatrick & 
Locke 1989) 
 

mailto:jscott@upenn.edu
http://jscottarmstrong.com/
http://collegestats.org/2010/02/25-most-famous-college-professors-teaching-today/
http://www.collegedegree.com/library/college-choice/55-of-the-hottest-college-professors
https://youtu.be/0ZXuUVr2qig
http://climateconference.heartland.org/Session/panel-5b-climate-politics-and-policy/
http://alainelkanninterviews.com/j-scott-armstrong/
http://advertisingprinciples.com/
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=4&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjUkeKS96HJAhVHpR4KHcuQC7MQFgg0MAM&url=http%3A%2F%2Fcogprints.org%2F5181%2F1%2FDiscovery_and_Communication.pdf&usg=AFQjCNFitioJ2vIedJw2ff1IyU-MCcSkJg&sig2=qyv
http://gom.sagepub.com/content/17/1/5.short
http://gom.sagepub.com/content/17/1/5.short
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Founder or Co-founder (date) 
 

Journal of Forecasting, (1982). Citation impact factor in 1982-83 was 7th for business, management, & planning 
journals.  
 

International Symposium on Forecasting (conducted annually since 1981).  
 

International Institute of Forecasters (1982), of which I was the first president. 
 

International Journal of Forecasting, (1985). Its 1988 citation impact factor almost as high as that for Management 
Science, thanks to the use of innovative guidelines for attracting and evaluating papers with experimental findings. 
 

ForecastingPrinciples.com (1997). Five awards and 16 million visits to date. 
 

AdvertisingPrinciples.com (2000). Received MERLOT Award in 2004 for “Best online learning resource in 
business & management.” Over 4 million visits to date. 
 

PollyVote.com (2004). Most accurate forecasts of U.S. Presidential popular vote for 2004 through 2016.  
 

TheClimateBet.com (2007). Monthly updates since 2007 of my 10-year “bet” on global warming with former VP, 
Albert Gore. As of today, the WholeEarth Temperature (satellite temperatures) shows no change from 2007 (See 
latest findings here) 
 

IronLawofRegulation.com (2016). To determine whether there is scientific evidence showing that regulations 
might be useful in certain situations and thus to better design regulations. 
 

GuidelinesforScience.com (2016). Provides checklists of operational guidelines to aid scientists to comply with 
science principles and to help others to assess the extent to which research complies with science. 
 
Dissemination of Scientific Findings 

 

Books  
 

Long-Range Forecasting: From Crystal Ball to Computer. New York: Wiley Interscience, 1978 (1st Edition) and 
1985 (2nd Edition). Sold more than 15,000 copies. Now freely available in full text at forprin.com. 
 

Principles of Forecasting: A Handbook for Researchers and Practitioners. Boston: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 
2001. Chapters by 40 authors who summarized evidence-based principles for improving forecasting methods. 
(Korean version forthcoming.) 
 

Persuasive Advertising: Evidence-based Principles. Basingstoke, U.K.: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010. Finalist Berry-
American Marketing Association 2011 Award. (11 reviews on Amazon, all top ratings) German translation, 2011. 
Chinese translation, 2016 (364 ratings on Dangdang (Chinese version of Amazon: 365 ratings of which 364 were in 
the top rating.  
 

Currently working on a book with Kesten C. Green, The Scientific Method. In process. 
 
Journal Papers by the Numbers 
 
Of the 330,000 scholars listed on SSRN, I was ranked #37 based on the number of publications (as of 2017).  
 

ResearchGate lists about 400 of my publications. 
 

Impact Index: Top 1% for “impact on researchers” of the 12,000 business authors on the SSRN. 
 

Citations: As of April 2020, there were over 37,000 Google Scholar citations for my research, with an h-index of 73 
(papers with at least 73 cites) and 161 papers cited ten or more times.  
 

Commentaries and reprints: More than 35 of my papers have been the subject of commentaries by others. More 
than 30 papers have been reprinted in books for a total of over 60 reprints. 
 

 Mass media coverage of research: Google News lists over 200 articles related to my research, but few old ones 
were included; in addition, radio, and TV interviews were seldom included. See some news items here. Interviewed 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/for.v1:1/issuetoc
https://forecasters.org/about/history-of-the-iif/
http://www.forecasters.org/ijf/index.php
http://www.forecastingprinciples.com/
http://advertisingprinciples.com/
http://www.advertisingprinciples.com/component/content/article/2-uncategorised/167-merlot-award
http://www.pollyvote.com/
http://www.theclimatebet.com/
https://wattsupwiththat.com/2018/02/06/tipping-point-10-years-on-who-won-the-armstrong-gore-bet-on-the-climate/
https://ironlawofregulation.com/
http://guidelinesforscience.com/
http://www.forecastingprinciples.com/index.php/books-journals-papers/text-trade-books?id=127
http://www.amazon.com/Long-range-Forecasting-Crystal-Ball-Computer/dp/0471823600/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1291721892&sr=1-1-fkmr0
http://www.amazon.com/Principles-Forecasting-Researchers-Practitioners-International/dp/0792374010/
http://books.google.com/books?id=-czrPbGn6SEC&dq=persuasive+advertising+scott+armstrong&source=gbs_navlinks_s
http://scholar.google.com/citations?user=XG9ZedQAAAAJ&hl=en
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/profile/226/news
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in a documentary film, The Global Warming War. My policy is that I do not do interviews unless I am familiar with 
research on the topic. 
 

   Readership: It is difficult to estimate readership of my journal articles, but it is possible to track downloads of 
some of my working-paper versions. Of the 20 or so repositories, the top two for me seem to be: 

* Scholarly Commons: Over 560,000 downloads of my research papers on Scholarly Commons  
* ResearchGate: 80,000 “reads” to date (these are defined as “views”) 
 

Useful Scientific Findings  
 

      While many of my findings have been upsetting to many, no evidence has been found to refute any of them 
thanks to extensive review and many revisions. For example, there were 468 revisions of our paper “Golden Rule of 
Forecasting.”      
      Here is a summary of 104 useful scientific findings in 17 areas of my research. Most were the result of 
collaborations. (Space does not permit a full list, but special thanks to Fred Collopy, Andreas Graefe, Kesten C. 
Green, Raymond Hubbard, Rod Brodie, and Willie Soon.)  
 

Advertising 
1. Developed the Persuasion Principles Checklist for creating persuasive ads.  
2. Developed and validated the Persuasion Principles Audit which yields a Persuasion Principles Index 

(PPI) to assess the compliance to evidence-based principles. 
3. Our “Persuasion Principles Index” provides accurate predictions of the effectiveness of advertisements 

than those obtained from copy testing. 
4. Our audit found no evidence-based persuasion principles in a sample of advertising textbooks and 

handbooks 
5. Government mandated disclaimers in advertising confuse customers and harm their decision-making. 

This paper has been used in a number of court cases. 

Applied Statistics 
1. Attempts to identify causality by using regression analysis of non-experimental data are misguided  
2. The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) is inappropriate for comparing forecasting methods.  
3. The Relative Absolute Error (RAE) is an intuitive and valid for comparing the accuracy of forecasting 

methods across series and has become an accepted metric in forecasting. 
4. Trees (segmentation methods) are more accurate than regression analysis when forecasting using data 

with interaction, non-linear effects, and very large sample sizes.  
5. Showed dangers with the failure to assess reliability in factor analysis.  
6. Tests of statistical significance are not valid. 
 

 Climate Change 
1. There are no scientific forecasts to support the U. S. Government’s plan to list the polar bears as an 

endangered species; we forecasted a minor population increase in 2007 is a U.S. Senate hearing, which 
is true to date.  

2. IPCC forecasts of global warming violate 72 out of the 89 principles relevant to forecasting climate 
temperatures 

3. Forecasts that adhere to scientific principles show no long-term trends in global mean temperatures. 
4. IPCC forecasts of global warming violate the Golden Rule of Forecasting. 
5. IPCC forecasts of global warming violate Occam’s Razor.  
6. IPCC forecasts of global warming violate all of the eight criteria for the scientific method. 
7. There is no scientific basis for the forecasts of dangerous manmade global warming.   
8. The IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) forecasts for global warming violated seven of 

the eight required criteria for the scientific method. 
                                

  Conflict Situations (e.g., war, negotiations, terrorism) 
1. Determined that expert judgment has no value in forecasting decisions in conflict situations. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e3m4r9h5UhY
https://faculty.wharton.upenn.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Golden-Rule-of-forecasting-rearticulated_1.pdf
https://faculty.wharton.upenn.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Golden-Rule-of-forecasting-rearticulated_1.pdf
http://www.advertisingprinciples.com/images/stories/Persuasion_Principles_Checklist.xlsx
http://www.advertisingprinciples.com/evaluate-ads?id=345
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=10007
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=10007
https://faculty.wharton.upenn.edu/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/EBA58(2).pdf
https://faculty.wharton.upenn.edu/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/EBA58(2).pdf
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=5092
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=4403
https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=XG9ZedQAAAAJ&citation_for_view=XG9ZedQAAAAJ:9yKSN-GCB0IC
https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=XG9ZedQAAAAJ&citation_for_view=XG9ZedQAAAAJ:9yKSN-GCB0IC
http://www.forecastingprinciples.com/paperpdf/exploratory.pdf
https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=XG9ZedQAAAAJ&citation_for_view=XG9ZedQAAAAJ:Y0pCki6q_DkC
https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=XG9ZedQAAAAJ&cstart=20&pagesize=80&citation_for_view=XG9ZedQAAAAJ:RYcK_YlVTxYC
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Yr5HxJTQAw
https://repository.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1169&context=marketing_papers
https://repository.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1169&context=marketing_papers
https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=XG9ZedQAAAAJ&cstart=40&sortby=pubdate&citation_for_view=XG9ZedQAAAAJ:rO6llkc54NcC
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/284723997_Are_dangerous_warming_forecasts_consistent_with_the_Golden_Rule
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/284724091_Are_IPCC_climate-forecasting_methods_too_complex
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/326019609_Do_Forecasters_of_Dangerous_Manmade_Global_Warming_Follow_the_Science
http://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=XG9ZedQAAAAJ&cstart=120&sortby=title&citation_for_view=XG9ZedQAAAAJ:r0BpntZqJG4C
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=691
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2. Developed active role-playing procedure for 2 or more parties as a way to predict decisions in conflict 
situations. Tests found Role playing (AKA “Simulated Interaction”) to be enormously more accurate 
than expert judgment, the current method. 

3. Role-thinking (“put yourself in their shoes”) does not improve accuracy of judgmental predictions in 
conflict situations. 

4. Developed “Structured analogies” to use expert information. In our tests, it was substantially more 
accurate than expert judgments for predicting outcomes in conflict situations. 

5. Game theory does not yield accurate forecasts. An analysis of predictions of outcomes for five conflict 
situations found that experts in game theory did no better than “guesses” by students.  

 
      Debunker 

1. BCG Matrix is irrational and it has no demonstrated benefits. 
2. Porters Five Forces is irrational and it has no demonstrated benefits.   

 
     Economic Forecasting 

1. Contrary to expert opinions by econometric experts, econometric methods are relatively more useful for 
long-range forecasts than for short-range forecasts. 

2. Econometric methods provide more accurate long-range forecasts than do judgment and extrapolation 
methods. 

 

     Education 
1. Business school prestige rests upon research, not teaching, based on analyses of non-experimental data. 
2. Students’ use of “time contracts”  increased learning. 
3. Experiential exercises increase the rate of learning. 
4. Developed and assessed a method of “learning by objectives”. Found that it increased the rate of 

learning. 
5. Proposed the “natural learning” approach to learning and provided experimental research on its 

effectiveness. 
6. Student evaluations of teachers reduces student learning and reduces the satisfaction of students and 

teachers.  
7. Government expenditures on higher education have a negative return on investment.  
8. Experiential exercises are more effective than lectures for skill training. 

Election Forecasting  
1. Developed and tested a knowledge model (index method) to predict issues. It improved accuracy.  
2. Our “Biographical Index” predicts for Presidential elections accurately and yields advice for candidates.   
3. Politicians who look competent are more likely to get elected.  
4. The “take-the-best” (variable) strategy is a quick and accurate way to forecast U.S. Presidential 

elections. 
5. Combining forecasts within and across six different combined methods reduced error by half.  
6. Using all 24 unique variables from 8 econometric models in an equal-weights “knowledge model” for 

U.S. elections reduced forecast error by 43%. 
 

Financial forecasting 
1. A review of 15 previously published forecasts showed that annual earnings forecasts by the firm’s 

managers were more accurate that those by professional analysts, and judgmental forecasts were more 
accurate than extrapolations. 

2. Found evidence to support the hypothesis that firms that have an explicit objective to increase profits 
are in fact, more profitable   
  

Forecasting Methods 
1. Golden Rule of Forecasting: Be conservative by adhering to cumulative knowledge about the 

situation and forecasting methods. Our review of experimental evidence found that, on average over 
the 28 guidelines, violations of a typical guideline increased forecast error by more than 40%. 

https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=XG9ZedQAAAAJ&cstart=20&pagesize=80&citation_for_view=XG9ZedQAAAAJ:HDshCWvjkbEC
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=5186
https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=gJGDAU4AAAAJ&citation_for_view=gJGDAU4AAAAJ:d1gkVwhDpl0C
https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=gJGDAU4AAAAJ&citation_for_view=gJGDAU4AAAAJ:d1gkVwhDpl0C
https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=gJGDAU4AAAAJ&citation_for_view=gJGDAU4AAAAJ:qjMakFHDy7sC
http://www.forecastingprinciples.com/paperpdf/Econometric%20Methods.pdf
http://www.forecastingprinciples.com/paperpdf/Econometric%20Methods.pdf
http://books.google.com/books?id=t7V8AAAAIAAJ&q=long+range+forecasting:+from+crystal&dq=long+range+forecasting:+from+crystal&hl=en&sa=X&ei=mqKmUJeBJI2O0QGp_4CgBw&ved=0CDQQ6AEwAA
https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=XG9ZedQAAAAJ&cstart=20&pagesize=80&sortby=title&citation_for_view=XG9ZedQAAAAJ:KlAtU1dfN6UC
https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=XG9ZedQAAAAJ&cstart=100&pagesize=100&sortby=title&citation_for_view=XG9ZedQAAAAJ:4OULZ7Gr8RgC
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=689
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=689
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjCibagov3SAhVozoMKHaf5AsIQFggfMAE&url=http%3A%2F%2Frepository.upenn.edu%2Fcgi%2Fviewcontent.cgi%3Farticle%3D1151%26context%3Dmarketing_papers&usg=AFQjCNHkShT
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=8113
http://repository.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1151&context=marketing_papers
http://repository.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1151&context=marketing_papers
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=8113
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/26
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=6319
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=800
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/136/
http://repository.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1157&context=marketing_papers
http://repository.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1157&context=marketing_papers
https://faculty.wharton.upenn.edu/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/Armstrong.-Graefe_2016_forecast_accuracy-Working-Paper.pdf
https://faculty.wharton.upenn.edu/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/JSA.Conservative-101.-2018-27-6.pdf
https://repository.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1084&context=marketing_papers
https://repository.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1084&context=marketing_papers
https://repository.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1084&context=marketing_papers
https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=XG9ZedQAAAAJ&cstart=60&sortby=pubdate&citation_for_view=XG9ZedQAAAAJ:35N4QoGY0k4C
https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=XG9ZedQAAAAJ&cstart=60&sortby=pubdate&citation_for_view=XG9ZedQAAAAJ:35N4QoGY0k4C
https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=XG9ZedQAAAAJ&cstart=20&pagesize=80&citation_for_view=XG9ZedQAAAAJ:hvmnpdAuIbkC
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2. Simple Forecasting: Complexity increases forecast error by 27 percent on average in the 25 papers 
with quantitative comparisons for all types of forecasting methods. This is, we believe, the first test 
of the predictive validity of Occam’s razor. 

3. Seer-sucker Theory: People do not accept evidence that expert judgments have little relationship to 
forecasting accuracy.. 

4. Forecasting audit: Developed a procedure to conduct a "forecasting audit" along with software.  
5. Knowledge Models: Developed and tested knowledge models (“index models”) as a way to forecast 

when there are many important variables and much knowledge. Knowledge models are much more 
accurate than data models. 

6. Data models (multiple regression, stepwise regression, data mining, machine learning) should not be 
used for forecasting. 

7. Rule-based forecasting (RBF): Proposed and validated RBF for the selection and combination of 
extrapolation forecasts. Found to be more accurate than equal-weights combining for annual sales 
forecasts.  

8. Proposed and tested the use of causal forces for the selection and weighting of extrapolation 
methods. This produced substantial improvements in accuracy for long-term forecasts.  

9. Contrary-series rule: Trends should not be extrapolated for “contrary series” (historical trend 
contrary to expectations)  

10. Decomposition by causal forces: Developed and tested this approach for the extrapolation of time 
series where causal forces in a series conflict with one another. It yielded substantial improvements 
in accuracy, 

11. Nowcasting, based on three comparative tests, reduced error by 1/3 for short-term forecasting.  
12. Multiplicative decomposition improves the accuracy of judgmental predictions for problems 

involving uncertainty  
13. Time series with trends that are not in the expected direction have prediction intervals that are 

asymmetric in the logs. They should be flagged and shifted in the direction of the causal forces. 
14. Proposed that damped seasonal factors should improve accuracy (Long-Range Forecasting 1978). 

Later confirmed. 
15. Conducted meta-analysis and found that judgmental bootstrapping improves accuracy vs. judgmental 

forecasts. 
16. Proposed that trends in extrapolation should be “modified” toward zero, later called “damping” 

(Long-Range Forecasting, page 153). Subsequently supported by Everette Gardner’s experiments.  
17. Simple extrapolation methods are as accurate as somewhat complex extrapolation methods 
18. Combining forecasts within a method reduced forecast error by 12%.  
19. Combining forecasts within individual methods and then combining across those combined forecasts 

can reduce errors by as much as 50% for election forecasts. 
 Marketing 

1. Experts were no better than non-experts in predicting the outcomes of experiments on consumer 
behavior 

2. Found no evidence-based principles in our audit of marketing principles textbooks. 
3. Found frequent conflicting findings, and a detrimental trend with respect to replications in marketing. 

 

 Marketing Research 
1. Discovered that extrapolation across waves can be used to correct for non-response bias in mail surveys. 
2. Prepaid monetary incentives increase mail survey response rates; promised incentives do not. 
3. Brief descriptions are sufficient for estimating intentions to purchase new products. 
4. Business-reply postage is not cost-effective for mail surveys: Provided experimental evidence. 

 

Organizational Behavior 
1. Face-to-face meetings harm forecasting and decision-making, 
2. Summarized evidence-based procedures for implementing change in organizations. 
3. Proposed “Multiple Anonymous Authentic Dissent” (MAAD) to evaluate proposals (Persuasive 

Advertising, 288-289). 

 Peer Review  

https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=XG9ZedQAAAAJ&cstart=100&pagesize=100&citation_for_view=XG9ZedQAAAAJ:TesyEGJKHF4C
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/3/
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/135/
http://www.forecastingprinciples.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=125&Itemid=139
https://faculty.wharton.upenn.edu/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/JSA-ForecastingMethods-225-Last-Wk-Paper-1312018.pdf
https://faculty.wharton.upenn.edu/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/JSA-ForecastingMethods-225-Last-Wk-Paper-1312018.pdf
https://faculty.wharton.upenn.edu/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/1162017ForecastingMethods-172.pdf
http://www.forecastingprinciples.com/paperpdf/Rule-based%20Forecasting%20Development%20and%20Validation.pdf
http://www.forecastingprinciples.com/paperpdf/Decomposition%20by%20Causal%20Forces.pdf
http://www.forecastingprinciples.com/paperpdf/Decomposition%20by%20Causal%20Forces.pdf
https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=XG9ZedQAAAAJ&cstart=20&pagesize=80&sortby=title&citation_for_view=XG9ZedQAAAAJ:-7ulzOJl1JYC
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/52/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/275249984_Decomposition_of_time-series_by_level_and_change?_iepl%5BviewId%5D=L01yJxq2P101etzqfYm1xkt1&_iepl%5BprofilePublicationItemVariant%5D=default&_iepl%5Bcontexts%5D%5B0%5D=prfpi&_iepl%5BinteractionTyp
http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CCkQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Frepository.upenn.edu%2Fcgi%2Fviewcontent.cgi%3Farticle%3D1100%26context%3Dmarketing_papers&ei=_dEwU7_MFu6X0gHj6YCgDQ&usg=AFQjCNEZpB-e0IY-6Mopaz6IjUBLZsQHjg&sig2=BmcBY-_feed4zLKVB1ccaw&bvm=bv.63587204,d.dmQ
http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CCkQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Frepository.upenn.edu%2Fcgi%2Fviewcontent.cgi%3Farticle%3D1100%26context%3Dmarketing_papers&ei=_dEwU7_MFu6X0gHj6YCgDQ&usg=AFQjCNEZpB-e0IY-6Mopaz6IjUBLZsQHjg&sig2=BmcBY-_feed4zLKVB1ccaw&bvm=bv.63587204,d.dmQ
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/57/
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/57/
http://www.forecastingprinciples.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=127&Itemid=220
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/150/
http://www.forecastingprinciples.com/index.php/books-journals-papers/text-trade-books?id=127
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=755
http://repository.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1005&context=marketing_papers
https://faculty.wharton.upenn.edu/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/JSA-ForecastingMethods-225-Last-Wk-Paper-1312018.pdf
https://faculty.wharton.upenn.edu/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/JSA-ForecastingMethods-225-Last-Wk-Paper-1312018.pdf
http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CCgQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Frepository.upenn.edu%2Fcgi%2Fviewcontent.cgi%3Farticle%3D1028%26context%3Dmarketing_papers&ei=kpkrU_zWF7LJ0AG23YCAAw&usg=AFQjCNFN2OzA_wbLixBjkgTz1XHXyny0hQ&sig2=omX-b5_sxzX_D3mg7RfJvg&bvm=bv.62922401,d.dmQ
http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CCgQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Frepository.upenn.edu%2Fcgi%2Fviewcontent.cgi%3Farticle%3D1028%26context%3Dmarketing_papers&ei=kpkrU_zWF7LJ0AG23YCAAw&usg=AFQjCNFN2OzA_wbLixBjkgTz1XHXyny0hQ&sig2=omX-b5_sxzX_D3mg7RfJvg&bvm=bv.62922401,d.dmQ
https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=XG9ZedQAAAAJ&cstart=200&pagesize=100&sortby=title&citation_for_view=XG9ZedQAAAAJ:QIV2ME_5wuYC
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0148296306002347
https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=XG9ZedQAAAAJ&citation_for_view=XG9ZedQAAAAJ:2KloaMYe4IUC
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/39/
https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=XG9ZedQAAAAJ&cstart=20&pagesize=80&sortby=title&citation_for_view=XG9ZedQAAAAJ:RHpTSmoSYBkC
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/92/
https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=XG9ZedQAAAAJ&cstart=100&pagesize=100&sortby=title&citation_for_view=XG9ZedQAAAAJ:ZHo1McVdvXMC
http://cogprints.org/5202/1/strategies_for_implementing_change.pdf
http://advertisingprinciples.com/books-on-advertising?id=77
http://advertisingprinciples.com/books-on-advertising?id=77
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1. Complex writing increases the likelihood that a paper will be accepted for publication. 
2. Invited papers were more highly cited, had more important findings, and were less expensive to process 

than papers published through traditional reviewing procedures.   
3. Less intelligible writing enhances academic prestige and the likelihood that paper ware accepted by 

journals. 
4. Journal peer review retards advances in science. We suggest ways to solve that problem. 

Personnel Research 
1. High pay and incentive payments for top executives are detrimental to firms, based on experimental 

evidence  
2. Practitioners are unaware of well-established variables for personnel selection. 
3. Reviewed further evidence which concluded that subjective factors should not be used in personnel 

selection.    

Scientific Method 

1. Developed evidence-based checklists to guide scientists for “compliance with science”. 
2. Developed a checklist enabling novices to rate whether a paper complies with science. See 

Guidelinesforscience.com. 
3. The primary reason for the failure to comply with the scientific method is due to the use of the advocacy 

method that is funded by government grants. (That is, the investments are based on using other peoples’ 
money to promote government policies.) Forthcoming in The Scientific Method. 

4. Implementation of the scientific method can be increased by the use of evidence-based checklists that 
require compliance with the scientific method as part of the contract. Forthcoming in The Scientific 
Method. 

5. It is common for academics to cite papers incorrectly. We propose that authors conduct a survey of cited 
findings to verify all substantive findings are correctly summarized. 

6. We propose that authors verify that each of the references have been read by at least one of the authors. 
7. The “method of multiple reasonable hypotheses” should be used in all experimental studies,. 
8.  Obtained evidence of bias against the publication and citation of papers with controversial findings.  
9. Showed conflicts between scientific advancement and the advancement of scientists. 
10. Proposed the use of a science court as an alternative to the “marketplace of ideas,” given the bias in this 

marketplace. 
11. Role-playing can serve as a useful substitute for experimentation. 
12. Experimental findings are highly replicable when compared with findings from other experiments.  
13. Non-experimental data are not highly replicable. 
14. Quasi-experimental findings are valid. They yield directional results consistent with other types of 

experiments. 
15. Citations should not be used to evaluate scientists. 
16. Number of publications should not be used to evaluate researchers. 

Social Responsibility 
1. Stakeholder role, in combination with social accounting, reduces socially irresponsible decisions. 
2. Our review of experiments found that government-mandated programs for corporate social 

responsibility are harmful. 
 

 Strategic Planning 

1. Formal planning improves organizational effectiveness 
2. Some popular marketing techniques are based on incorrect folklore. 
3. Our experiments found that market-share objectives harm profits  
4. Use of a portfolio planning matrix (BCG) leads to less profitable decisions. 
5. Thinking about how another party acts did not improve predictions of how that party will act 
6. “Escalation bias” failed to replicate among decision-makers in marketing. 

https://faculty.wharton.upenn.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/Guidelines-for-science-392-Clean3.pdf
https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=XG9ZedQAAAAJ&cstart=100&pagesize=100&sortby=pubdate&citation_for_view=XG9ZedQAAAAJ:blknAaTinKkC
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/117/
https://faculty.wharton.upenn.edu/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/Guidelines-for-science-502-RG-JSA-8-June-2018.pdf
https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=XG9ZedQAAAAJ&cstart=20&pagesize=80&sortby=title&citation_for_view=XG9ZedQAAAAJ:LXmCCkuhhTsC
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/7/
https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=XG9ZedQAAAAJ&cstart=20&sortby=pubdate&citation_for_view=XG9ZedQAAAAJ:sszUF3NjhM4C
https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=XG9ZedQAAAAJ&cstart=20&sortby=pubdate&citation_for_view=XG9ZedQAAAAJ:sszUF3NjhM4C
https://faculty.wharton.upenn.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/Guidelines-for-science-392-Clean3.pdf
http://guidelinesforscientists.com/
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=684
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/19/
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=665387
https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=XG9ZedQAAAAJ&cstart=20&pagesize=80&sortby=title&citation_for_view=XG9ZedQAAAAJ:_kc_bZDykSQC
http://www.forecastingprinciples.com/paperpdf/Econometric%20Forecasting%20and%20Science%20Court.pdf
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=797
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=783
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=783
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/014829637790011X
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/014829637790011X
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=7183
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=7183
https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=XG9ZedQAAAAJ&citation_for_view=XG9ZedQAAAAJ:2osOgNQ5qMEC
https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=XG9ZedQAAAAJ&citation_for_view=XG9ZedQAAAAJ:2osOgNQ5qMEC
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/105/
https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=XG9ZedQAAAAJ&cstart=20&pagesize=80&sortby=title&citation_for_view=XG9ZedQAAAAJ:35N4QoGY0k4C
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=741
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=5186
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Service 
1. Developing low-cost valid and reliable procedures to eliminate prejudice and improve decisions in the 

hiring and other personnel decisions associated with faculty. (continuing since 2015) 
2. Co-Editor of a Special Issue: “Simplicity in Forecasting,” in the Journal of Business Research (2015).  
3. Advisory Board, Crime Prevention Research Center (2014 –) 
4. Testified in a U.S. Congressional Hearing on climate change (March 31, 2011) 
5. Testified in a U.S. Senate Hearing on whether polar bears should be listed as an endangered species 

(January 30, 2008) 
6. U.S. Congressional presentation on climate change (September 14, 2007) 
7. Served on the University of Pennsylvania Faculty Senate Advisory Board (2003-4) 
8. General Chair & Program Chair, 1983 International Symposium on Forecasting in Philadelphia (1,100 

participants) 
9. General Chairperson of the 1987 “International Symposium on Forecasting” in Boston (800 

participants). 
10. Editor, Journal of Forecasting (1981-5)  
11. International Institute of Forecasters (Director, 1981-1989; President, 1982-1983) 
12. Editor, International Journal of Forecasting (1986-8) 
13. Co-Editor of a Special Issue: “Forecasting in Marketing,” International Journal of Forecasting (Vol. 3, 

1987) 
14. Proposed an “Individualized major” for Wharton that was implemented in the late 1970s, but lasted only 

a year. 
15. Proposed the installation of student mailboxes at the Wharton School in 1976. Latest only a few years.  
16. In 1971, our committee proposed an Ombudsman Office at the University. (Successful and still exists.) 
17. Formed ad hoc committee for Ralph Nader’s Campaign in 1971 to put stakeholder groups on General 

Motors Board of Directors.. 
 
Visiting International Appointments (17 universities & 24 visits) 
 

   LMU Munich, Visiting Fellow (September 2013) 
   University of South Australia, Ehrenberg-Bass Institute, Visiting Fellow (Feb 2007 & July 2011) 
   Universidad de Navarra, IESE Business School, Barcelona, Visiting Professor (May 2008) 
   University of Otago, Distinguished Visiting Professor (July 2005) 
   Manchester Business School, Honorary Simon Visiting Professor (March 2003 & May 2004) 
   Lancaster University, Visiting Fellow of the Management School (January 1997 & April 2002) 
   University of Auckland, Visiting Professor of Marketing (April 1990, July 1992 & March 1997) 
   University of Tokyo, Hakuhodo Professor of Marketing (October 1994) 
   Instituto para el Desarrollo Empresarial de la Argentina (IDEA), Visiting Professor of Marketing (July 1988 & 
May 1993) 
   Universiti Sains Malaysia, External Examiner (July 1987) 
   University of Capetown, Visiting Professor of Marketing (January 1986) 
   University of Canterbury, Department of Business Administration, Erskine Fellow (June - August 1985) 
   Chulalongkorn University, Graduate Institute of Business Admin, Visiting Professor of Marketing (Nov-Dec 1984) 
   University of Hawaii, College of Business, Visiting Professor of Decision Sciences (Summer 1976 & Summer 
1983) 
   University of New South Wales, Honorary Visiting Professor of Marketing (October 1982) 
   International Institute for Management Development (IMEDE, Lausanne), Visiting Professor of Marketing (1980-
81)  
   Stockholm School of Economics, Visiting Professor of Marketing (January 1974 - July 1975 & Summer 1977) 
 
Invited Lectures at International Universities 
 
   About 110 invited lectures at universities in 27 countries: Argentina (2), Australia (14), Austria, Brazil, Canada (6), 
Chile, China  (2), Denmark (3), Finland (3), France (2), Germany (3), Hungary, Malaysia, New Zealand (23), 

https://faculty.wharton.upenn.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/Guidelines-for-science-392-Clean3.pdf
https://faculty.wharton.upenn.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/Guidelines-for-science-392-Clean3.pdf
http://crimeresearch.org/
https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=XG9ZedQAAAAJ&cstart=20&sortby=pubdate&citation_for_view=XG9ZedQAAAAJ:LO7wyVUgiFcC
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Yr5HxJTQAw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xGyzMk_9Lr8
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=4&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjx4-S_jajJAhUHrD4KHb31CZkQFgg2MAM&url=http%3A%2F%2Fpenn.veridiansoftware.com%2Fcgi-bin%2Fpennsylvania%3Fa%3Dd%26d%3Dtdp19710308-01.2.3&usg=AFQjCNEY3QkbNGcY1G
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Norway, Peru, Poland (2), Romania (2), Singapore (2), South Korea, Spain (2), Sweden (5), Switzerland (3), 
Thailand, The Netherlands (2), United Arab Emirates, and the United Kingdom (19). 
 
Editorial Boards 
     Present 

• Applied Economics Research Bulletin (2007-) 
• Interfaces, Contributing Editor (1982 -) 
• International Journal of Forecasting, Editor (1985-7)  
    Editor-in-Chief (1987-1990), Associate Editor (1990- 
• Journal of Advertising Research (2010-) 
• J of Empirical Generalizations. in Marketing Science 

(1995- 
• Journal of Managerial Issues (1995-) 

Past 
• Journal of Modeling in Management, (2006-) 
• International Journal of Research in Marketing (1994-8) 
• Journal of the Academy of Marketing Science (1990-
2000) 
• Journal of Business Ethics, Associate Editor (1981-1992) 
• Journal of Business Research, Review Board (1988-
2000) 
• Journal of Experiential Learning & Simulation (1979-81) 
  

Diseminating Useful Scientific Knowledge 
      To date, there have been over 570,000 downloads of my jounal articles from the Scholarly Commons. 
      
Selected Consulting 
 

I was an expert witness in 16 cases. I was most interested in cases involving free speech. Many involved the 
estimation of damages. I was on the winning side in all cases, primarily because I only accepted cases where I 
believed that my client deserved to win. Three cases made it to the U.S. Supreme Court. 
   
Consulted for the Department of Justice, Department of Defense, Defense Threat Reduction Agency’s Advanced 
Systems and Concepts Office, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), National Intelligence Council (NIC), and 
National Security Agency (NSA) in an attempt to gain acceptance of the Simulated Interaction and Structured 
Analogies methods of forecasting decisions in conflict situations such as wars or terrorism to replace the use of 
unaided expert judgment. 
 
Teaching  
 

• Finalist for Wharton MBA “Anvil Teaching Award” during each of my first 5 years at the Wharton School. 
• My AdPrin.com site is currently rated as the second best of 316 advertising sites on Merlot.  
• Obtained quasi-experimental evidence that time contracts, an alternative to traditional grading, increased learner 

responsibility. It increased their ability to apply new techniques new techniques, in their first jobs. 
• Published cases: e.g.,  “Forecasting the Air Travel Market”, “The Panalba Role-Playing Case,” (AKA the 

Vanatin Case).  
• Developed 97 self-directed experiential exercises designed to allow students to practice evidence-based 

techniques for management. 
• Developed Persuasive Advertising, an evidence-based course with self-directed “experiential lectures,” 

exercises, testing and self-certification. 
 
Evidence-based tools and checklists by Armstrong and Green 
 

Forecasting 
  Forecasting Methods,  
  Forecasting Audit,  
  Golden Rule of Forecasting 
  Delphi (free software) 
 
 

Persuasion  
  Persuasive Management Reports  
  Persuasion Principles (for creating ads) 
  Persuasion Principles Audit (for evaluating ads) 
  Proposal Report Outline  
  Rating Ad Proposals (for use by experts and novices) 

http://advertisingprinciples.com/
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CCAQFjAAahUKEwib0Lj7nubGAhWDcj4KHXEhDGw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.merlot.org%2F&ei=BxirVduwNYPl-QHxwrDgBg&usg=AFQjCNGea2q3Dk2Eky5yAdxHg7zdYRZj5A&sig2=aiduc-SYhfehyhnPuArGNg&bvm=bv.98197061,d.cWw
https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=XG9ZedQAAAAJ&cstart=100&pagesize=100&sortby=title&citation_for_view=XG9ZedQAAAAJ:4OULZ7Gr8RgC
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=767
http://repository.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1139&context=marketing_papers
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjs8uL8zrHSAhXsB8AKHT2SDfwQFggcMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.dsmgt310.faculty.ku.edu%2FSuppMaterial%2FVanatinCase.htm&usg=AFQjCNGGIVi_Bk2dhCzXu3ZuRi3heyD5XA
http://www.advertisingprinciples.com/educational-materials?id=300#2
http://www.advertisingprinciples.com/previous-news/507-adprin-news
http://forecastingprinciples.com/index.php/selection-tree
http://www.forecastingprinciples.com/index.php/forecasting-audit
https://mpra.ub.uni-muenchen.de/53579/1/MPRA_paper_53579.pdf
http://armstrong.wharton.upenn.edu/delphi2
http://www.advertisingprinciples.com/docs/Persuasive_reports-Guidelines-Butts&JSA-JD.xlsm
http://www.advertisingprinciples.com/images/stories/Persuasion_Principles_Checklist.xlsx
http://www.advertisingprinciples.com/evaluate-ads#audit
http://advertisingprinciples.com/present-ad-proposals/28-presenting-ad-proposals/presenting-ad-proposals/247-suggested-outline-for-an-evidence-based-advertising-proposal
http://www.advertisingprinciples.com/images/stories/Persuasion_Principles_Checklist.xlsx
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 Tools and Techniques for advertising managers 
 

 
Planning 
 Planning Process Checklist  
 Preparing Time-lines 
 Multiple Anonymous Authentic Dissent (MAAD), for evaluation of plans 
 

Regulation 
 Conditions required for effective regulations 
 
Scientific research 
 Criteria for useful scientific research (Checklist for sponsors, clients, and other stakeholders) 
 Guidelines for scientists (A checklist for meeting scientific criteria. Can be used by experts and novices) 
 
Statistical analysis 
 Regression Analysis Checklist  
 
                                                      Other Work Experience  
 

•  Eastman Kodak, Rochester, NY (June 1960 - September 1963): Industrial engineer. Developed improvements to 
incentive systems for employees, a quality-control program for production, and the first software forecasting 
program for production planning. 
•  U.S. Army (August – November 1961) 
•  Polaroid Corp., Cambridge, MA: Market Research (May - September 1966): Developed Polaroid’s first sales 
forecasting program for international markets 
•  Xerox Corporation, Rochester, NY (June - August 1964): Developed Xerox's first computer program for inventory 
control. 
 

APPENDIX 
 

Selected Publications in 17 Research Areas  
 

Advertising 
 
“Predictive Validity of Evidence-Based Persuasion Principles,” (w/ Du, Green & Graefe), European Journal of Marketing. 

50 (2016), 276-293 (followed by Commentaries, pp. 294-316).   
“Persuasion Principles Index” (w/ Du, Green & Graefe), European Journal of Marketing, 50 (2016), 317–326. 
“Evidence on the Effects of Mandatory Disclaimers in Advertising,” (w/ K. C. Green), Journal of Public Policy & Marketing, 

31 (2012), 293-304. 
“Evidence-based Advertising: An Application to Persuasion,” International Journal of Advertising, 30 (2011), 743-767 

[followed by commentaries and my reply on pp. 768-794]. 
“Using Quasi-experimental Data to Develop Principles for Persuasive Advertising,” (w/ S. Patnaik), Journal of Advertising 

Research, 49 (2009), 170-175. 
“How to be Less Persuaded or More Persuasive – Review of Age of Propaganda”, Journal of Marketing, 67 (2003), 129-130. 
“How Should Firms Select Advertising Agencies? A Review of Where the Suckers Moon,” J. of Marketing, 60 (1996), 131-134.  
 
Applied Statistics 
 

“Illusions in Regression Analysis,” International Journal of Forecasting, 28 (2012), 689-694. 
“Significance Tests Harm Progress in Forecasting,” International Journal of Forecasting, 23 (2007), 321-336 followed by 

commentaries  
“Exploratory Analysis of Marketing Data: Trees vs. Regression,” (w/ J. Andress), J. of Marketing Research, 7 (1970), 487-92. 
“How to Avoid Exploratory Research,” Journal of Advertising Research, 10 (1970), 27-30. 
“On the Interpretation of Factor Analysis,” (w/ P. Soelberg), Psychological Bulletin, 70 (1968), 361-364.  
“The Derivation of Theory by Means of Factor Analysis,” American Statistician, 21 (1967), 17-21. 
  

Climate Change 
 

 “Forecasting global Climate Change,” (w/ K. Green) In A. Moran (Ed.), Climate change: The facts 2014 (pp. 170–186), Melbourne: 

http://advertisingprinciples.com/images/Tools_and_Techniques.xls
http://repository.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1132&context=marketing_papers
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&ved=0ahUKEwjXmLilxojTAhWK1IMKHQs2DmYQFggeMAE&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.advertisingprinciples.com%2Fimages%2Fstories%2Fdoc%2FTimeline_Checklist.xls&usg=AFQjCNH6xStCscFKMCosBmw_9eRYX1XNSg
http://advertisingprinciples.com/component/content/article/29-evaluating-ad-proposals/evaluating-ad-proposals/130-group-process-for-evaluation-excerpt-from-persuasive-advertising
http://ironlawofregulation.com/index.php/conditions-necessary-for-a-successful-regulation/
http://guidelinesforscience.com/
http://guidelinesforscientists.com/
http://forecastingprinciples.com/ul2/server/php/files/Checklist%20for%20forecasting%20using%20regression%20analysis.pdf
http://www.advertisingprinciples.com/images/Predictive-Validity-R328-FW.pdf
http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.699.8782&rep=rep1&type=pdf
https://faculty.wharton.upenn.edu/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/Evidence-on-the-Effects-of-Mandatory-Disclaimers-in-Advertising.pdf
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/141/
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/167/
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/83/
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers2.cfm?abstract_id=665389
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=4403
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=771
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/18/
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=708
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/14/
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/13/
http://www.kestencgreen.com/G&A-Skyfall.pdf
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Institute of Public Affairs. 
“The Global Warming Alarm: Forecasts from the Structured Analogies Method.” (w/K.C. Green), 2015. SSRN Working Paper 1656056.  
“Research on Forecasting for the Manmade Global Warming Alarm, ” (w/ K. C. Green & W. Soon), Energy & Environment, 22 

(2011), 1091-1104. 
“Validity of Climate Change Forecasting for Public Policy Decision Making,” (w/ K.C. Green & W. Soon), International 

Journal of Forecasting, 25 (2009), 826-832. 
“Polar Bear Population Forecasts: A Public-Policy Forecasting Audit,” (w/ K. C. Green & W. Soon), Interfaces, 38 (2008), 382–

405. 
“Global Warming: Forecasts by Scientists versus Scientific Forecasts,” (w/ K. C. Green), Energy and Environment, 18 (2007), 

995-1019. 
 
Conflict Situations (e.g., war, negotiations, terrorism)  
“Role Thinking: Standing in Other People’s Shoes to Forecast Decisions in Conflicts,” (w/ K.C. Green), International Journal 

of Forecasting, 27 (2011), 69-80.  
“Structured Analogies for Forecasting,” (w/ K. C. Green), International Journal of Forecasting, 23 (2007), 365-376. 
“Assessing Game Theory, Role Playing, and Unaided Judgment,” International Journal of Forecasting, 18 (2002), 345-352.  
 

Economic Forecasting 
 

“Review of The Great Depression of 1990 by Ravi Batra,” International Journal of Forecasting, 4 (1988), 493-495. 
“Forecasting with Econometric Methods: Folklore vs. Fact,” J. of Business, 51 (1978), 549-564 (commentary & reply pp. 565-

94). 
“A Comparative Study of Methods for Long-Range Market Forecasting,” (w/ M. Grohman), Management Science, 19 (1972), 

211-221. 
 

Education 
 

“Natural Learning in Higher Education,” in N. M. Seel (Ed.), Encyclopedia of the Sciences of Learning. Springer (2012), pp. 
2426-2433.  

“The Devil’s Advocate Responds to an MBA Student’s Claim that Research Harms Learning,” J. of Marketing, 59 (1995),101-
6. 

“Business School Prestige: Research versus Teaching,” (w/ T. Sperry), Interfaces, 24 (1994), 13-43 [w/ commentary and reply] 
“Review of Allen Tough's Intentional Changes,” Academy of Management Review, 8 (1983), 509-511. 
“Learner Responsibility in Management Education,” Interfaces, 13 (1983), 26-38 [w/ commentary and reply]. 
“The Natural Learning Project,” Journal of Experiential Learning and Simulation, 1 (1979), 1-12. 
“Designing and using Experiential Exercises, in M. D. DeLozier, et al., Experiential Learning in Marketing Education 

(1977). 
 

Election Forecasting 
 

“Accuracy gains from conservative forecasting: Tests using variations of 19 econometric models to predict 154 elections in 
10 countries. Andreas Graefe, Kesten C. Green, & J. Scott Armstrong. PLOS ONE. 

 “Assessing the 2016 U.S. Presidential Election Popular Vote Forecasts,” (w/ Graefe, Jones, and Cuzan.) in The 2016 Presidential 
Election: The causes and consequences of an Electoral Earthquake, Lexington Books, Lanham, MD. 

“The PollyVote Forecast for the 2016 American Presidential Election” (w/ Graefe, Jones, &  Cuzan), Science & Politics, 49, 687-690. 
“Forecasts of the 2012 U.S. Presidential Election based on Candidates’ Perceived Competence in Handling the Most Important 

Issue,” (w/ A. Graefe), Political Science Research and Methods, 2 (2014), 141-149. 
“Accuracy of combined forecasts for the 2012 Presidential Elections: The PollyVote,” (w/ A. Graefe, R. J. Jones, & A. Cuzán), 

PS: Political Science & Politics 47 (2014), 427-431. 
“Forecasting Elections from Voters’ Perceptions of Candidates’ Ability to Handle Issues,” (w/ A. Graefe), Journal of Behavioral 

Decision Making, 26 (2013), 295–303. 
 “Predicting Elections from the Most Important Issue,” (w/ A. Graefe), Journal of Behavioral Decision Making, 25 (2012), 41-

48.  
“Predicting Elections from Biographical Information about Candidates: A Test of the Index Method” (w/ A. Graefe), Journal of 

Business Research, 64 (2011), 699-706. 
“Predicting Elections from Politicians’ Faces,” (w/ K. C. Green, R. J. Jones, & M. Wright), International Journal of Public 

Opinion Research, 22 (2010), 511-512.  
“Combined Forecasts of the 2008 Election: The PollyVote,” (w/ A. Graefe, A. G. Cuzán & R. J. Jones, Jr.), Foresight, 12 (2009), 

41-42. 
 
Financial Forecasting 

http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1656056
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/139/
https://repository.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1161&context=marketing_papers
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=778
http://repository.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1169&context=marketing_papers
http://kestencgreen.com/group_shoes-2009.pdf
http://repository.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1004&context=marketing_papers
http://repository.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1061&context=marketing_papers
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/73/
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/45/
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/82/
http://repository.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1151&context=marketing_papers
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=715
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=686
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/124/
http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CC4QFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Frepository.upenn.edu%2Fcgi%2Fviewcontent.cgi%3Farticle%3D1038%26context%3Dmarketing_papers&ei=03wxU5TnGfTJ0AGJkYHYBw&usg=AFQjCNHpxzooPzZNeaalDy-FAvqzdT6B0g&sig2=MnGe8A6M-hA3eVDJawiAHw&bvm=bv.63587204,d.dmQ
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=689
https://repository.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1036&context=marketing_papers
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0209850
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0209850
https://faculty.wharton.upenn.edu/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/Armstrong.-Graefe_2016_forecast_accuracy-Working-Paper.pdf
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjX6pm_xNTSAhWZ14MKHYhyC7UQFggcMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.politicalsciencenow.com%2Fthe-pollyvote-forecast-for-the-2016-american-presidential-election%2F&usg=AF
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=6821
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=6821
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2246259
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=6319
http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CCkQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Frepository.upenn.edu%2Fcgi%2Fviewcontent.cgi%3Farticle%3D1157%26context%3Dmarketing_papers&ei=M4kxU_nxEMOe0AGtpoCIAg&usg=AFQjCNEv7Ljwcx_eETCWjqcCBce5auIFKA&sig2=zREs8B09cXDsQIfjzWyUag&bvm=bv.63587204,d.dmQ
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/162/
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/136/
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=782
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“Relative accuracy of judgemental and extrapolative methods in forecasting annual earnings,” J. of Forecasting 2 (4), 437-
447. 
 

Forecasting Methods 
 

“Forecasting methods and principles: Evidence-based checklists” (w/K.C.Green). Journal of Global Scholars in Marketing        
Science, 28, (2018), 103-159. Selected as the best paper of the year in this journal. 
“Simple versus complex forecasting: The evidence” (w/ K. Green), Journal of Business Research, 68  (2015), 1678-1685. 
“Golden Rule of Forecasting: Be Conservative” (w/ K. Green & A. Graefe), Journal of Business Research, 68  (2015), 1717–
1731. 
“Golden Rule of Forecasting Rearticulated: Forecast unto Others as You Would Have Them Forecast Unto You. (w/ K. 
Green & A. Graefe), Journal of Business Research, 68 (2015), 1768–1771. 
“Combining forecasts: An application to elections,” (w/ Graefe, A. Cuzán & R.J. Jones (2014). Inter J of Forecasting, 30, 43-

54.(see IJF Best Papers Award 2017. 
“Decomposition of time-series by level and change,” (T. Tessier), Journal of Business Research, 68 (2015), 1755-1758. 
“Conditions under which Index Models are Useful” (w/ A. Graefe) Journal of Business Research, 64 (2011), 693-695. 
“Methods to Elicit Forecasts from Groups: Delphi and Prediction Markets Compared,” (w/ K. Green), Foresight, 8 (2007), 17-

20. 
“Findings from Evidence-based Forecasting: Methods for Reducing Forecast Error,” Inter J of Forecasting, 22 (2006), 583-598. 
“Making Progress in Forecasting,” (w/ R. Fildes), International Journal of Forecasting, 22 (2006), 433-441. 
“Decomposition by Causal Forces: A Procedure for Forecasting Complex Time Series,” (w/ F. Collopy & J. T. Yokum), 

International Journal of Forecasting, 21 (2005), 25-36. 
Principles of Forecasting: A Handbook for Researchers and Practitioners. Editor, Norwell, MA: Kluwer Academic Pub (2001).  
       I was an author for nine of the thirty papers and the Forecasting Dictionary: 

“Role Playing: A Method to Forecast Decisions” 
“Judgmental Bootstrapping: Inferring Experts’ Rules for Forecasting” 
“Extrapolation for Time-Series and Cross-Sectional Data”  
“Rule-based Forecasting: Using Judgment in Time-Series Extrapolation,” (w/ F. Collopy and M. Adya) 
“Expert Systems for Forecasting,” (w/ F. Collopy and M. Adya) 
“Selecting Forecasting Methods” 
“Combining Forecasts”  
“Evaluating Forecasting Methods” 
“Standards and Practices for Forecasting”  
“Forecasting Dictionary” 

“Identification of Asymmetric Prediction Intervals through Causal Forces,” (w/ F. Collopy), J. of Forecasting, 20 (2001), 273-83 
“Automatic Identification of Time-Series Features for Rule-based Forecasting,” (w/ M. Adya, F. Collopy and M. Kennedy), 

International Journal of Forecasting, 17 (2001), 143-157. 
“Potential Diffusion of Expert Systems in Forecasting,” (w/ T. Yokum), Tech Forecasting and Social Change, 67 (2001), 95-

105. 
 “An Application of Rule-based Forecasting to a Situation Lacking Domain Knowledge,” (w/ M. Adya, F. Collopy and M. 

Kennedy), International Journal of Forecasting, 16 (2000), 477-484. 
“Integration of Statistical Methods and Judgment for Time Series Forecasting,” (w/ F. Collopy), in G. Wright and P. Goodwin 

(eds.), Forecasting w/ Judgment, Chichester: John Wiley (1998), pp. 269-293. 
“Beyond Accuracy: Comparison of Criteria Used to Select Forecasting Methods,” (w/ J. T. Yokum), International Journal of 

Forecasting, 11 (1995), 591-597. 
“Recent Research on Forecasting” (Over 100 critiques of important papers on forecasting). Published in the Journal of 

Forecasting from 1982-85, and the International Journal of Forecasting, See Reviews before 1985 and 1985 and on.  
“On the Selection of Error Measures for Comparisons Among Forecasting Methods,” (w/ R. Fildes), Journal of Forecasting, 14 

(1995), 67-71. 
“Judgmental Decomposition” (w/ D. MacGregor), International Journal of Forecasting, 10 (1994), 495-506. 
“Principles for Examining Predictive Validity: The Case of Information Systems Spending Forecasts,” (w/ F. Collopy and M. 

Adya), Information Systems Research, 5 (1994), 170-179. 
“Causal Forces: Structuring Knowledge for Time Series Extrapolation,” (w/ F. Collopy), J. of Forecasting, 12 (1993), 103-15. 
“Expert Opinions About Extrapolation And The Mystery Of The Overlooked Discontinuities,” (w/ F. Collopy), International 

Journal of Forecasting, 8 (1992), 575-582. 
“Rule-based Forecasting: Development and Validation of an Expert Systems Approach to Combining Time Series 

Extrapolations,” (w/ F. Collopy), Management Science, 38 (1992), 1394-1414. 

https://repository.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1084&context=marketing_papers
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/318392870_Forecasting_Methods_and_Principles_Evidence-Based_Checklists
https://faculty.wharton.upenn.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Simple-versus-complex-forcasting-The-evidence_1.pdf
https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=XG9ZedQAAAAJ&cstart=60&citation_for_view=XG9ZedQAAAAJ:hvmnpdAuIbkC
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0148296315001538
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1902850
https://robjhyndman.com/hyndsight/ijf-best-paper-award-2017/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/275249984_Decomposition_of_time-series_by_level_and_change?_iepl%5BviewId%5D=L01yJxq2P101etzqfYm1xkt1&_iepl%5BprofilePublicationItemVariant%5D=default&_iepl%5Bcontexts%5D%5B0%5D=prfpi&_iepl%5BinteractionTyp
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/163/
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=3455
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=702
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=6324
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/52/
http://www.amazon.com/Principles-Forecasting-Researchers-Practitioners-International/dp/0792374010/
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/152/
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/150/
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/148/
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/68/
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/151/
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/147/
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/34/
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/80/
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/135/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/267198099_The_Forecasting_Dictionary?_iepl%5BviewId%5D=RZD0uoa5n1lVBruHUiO909Ea&_iepl%5BprofilePublicationItemVariant%5D=default&_iepl%5Bcontexts%5D%5B0%5D=prfpi&_iepl%5BinteractionType%5D=publicationTitle
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/57/
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/58/
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=730
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=732
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=747
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/62/
http://www.forecastingprinciples.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=12&Itemid=222#Papers_before1985
http://www.forecastingprinciples.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=12&Itemid=222#Papers_from1985
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=748
http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CCkQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Frepository.upenn.edu%2Fcgi%2Fviewcontent.cgi%3Farticle%3D1143%26context%3Dmarketing_papers&ei=BOowU_LKDqen0gGn44HAAQ&usg=AFQjCNEjsgXGq3kIcSlPrDO7P4kQ8RXyaA&sig2=9niQWLOv-7HnXvAhVPY7Ag&bvm=bv.63587204,d.dmQ
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/64/
http://repository.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1072&context=marketing_papers
http://repository.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1073&context=marketing_papers
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/68/
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/68/
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“Error Measures for Generalizing about Forecasting Methods: Empirical Comparisons,” (w/ F. Collopy), International Journal 
of Forecasting, 8 (1992), 69-80, followed by commentaries and our reply on pages 81-109. 

“Combining Forecasts: The End of the Beginning, or the Beginning of the End?” International Journal of Forecasting, 5 (1989), 
585-588. 

 “Toward Computer-Aided Forecasting Systems: Gathering, Coding and Validating the Knowledge,” (w/ F. Collopy), in G. R. 
Widmeyer (ed.), DSS 89 Transactions. Providence, RI: Institute of Management Sciences (1989), pp. 103-119. 

“Communication of Research on Forecasting: The Journal,” International Journal of Forecasting, 4 (1988), 321-324. 
“Research Needs in Forecasting,” International Journal of Forecasting, 4 (1988), 449-465. 
 “Forecasting Methods for Marketing: Review of Empirical Research,” (w/ R.J. Brodie & S.H. McIntyre), International Journal 

of Forecasting, 3 (1987), 355-376. Published simultaneously in Singapore Marketing Review, 11 (1987), 7-23. 
“Research on Forecasting: A Quarter-Century Review, 1960-1984,” Interfaces, 16 (1986), 89-109. 
 “Review of Judgment Under Uncertainty,” J. of Forecasting, 3 (1984), 235-239. 
“Forecasting by Extrapolation: Conclusions from 25 Years of Research,” Interfaces, 14 (1984), 52-66. 
“Relative Accuracy of Judgmental and Extrapolative Methods in Forecasting Annual Earnings,” J of Forecasting, 2 (1983), 437-

47. 
“The Accuracy of Alternative Extrapolation Models: Analysis of a Forecasting Competition Through Open Peer Review,” (w/ E. 

J. Lusk), Journal of Forecasting, 2 (1983), 259-262 (commentaries and replies on pp. 263-311). 
 “The Seer-Sucker Theory: The Value of Experts in Forecasting,” Technology Review, 83 (1980), 18-24. 
“The Use of the Decomposition Principle in Making Judgments,” (w/ W. Denniston & M. Gordon), Organizational Behavior 

and Human Performance, 14 (1975), 257-263. 
 

Marketing 
 

“Effects of Portfolio Planning Methods on Decision Making: Empirical Results,” (w/ R. Brodie), International Journal of 
Research in Marketing, 11 (1994), 73-84. Followed by commentary and our reply, pp. 85-93. 

“Escalation Bias: Does It Extend to Marketing?” (w/ Coviello & Safranek), J. of the Academy of Marketing Science, 21 (1993), 
247-253. 

“Principles Involving Marketing Policies: An Empirical Assessment,” (w/ R. Schultz), Marketing Letters, (1993), 253-265.  
“Prediction of Consumer Behavior by Experts and Novices,” Journal of Consumer Research, 18 (1991), 251-256. 
 
 

Marketing Research 
 

“Discovery and Communication of Important Marketing Findings,” Journal of Business Research, 56 (2003), 69-84. 
 “Sales Forecasts for Existing Consumer Products and Services: Do Purchase Intentions Contribute to Accuracy?” (w/ V. 

Morwitz & V. Kumar), International Journal of Forecasting, 16 (2000), 383-397.  
“Forecasting for Marketing,” (w/ R. Brodie), in G. Hooley & M. Hussey (eds.), Quantitative Methods in Marketing. London: 

International Thomson Business Press (1999), pp. 92-120. 
“Effectiveness of Monetary Incentives: Mail Surveys to Members of Multinational Professional Groups,” (w/ J. T. Yokum), 

Industrial Marketing Management, 23 (1994), 133-136. 
“Class of Mail Does Affect Response Rates to Mailed Questionnaires: Evidence from Meta-Analysis,” Journal of the Market 

Research Society, 32 (1990), 469-471. 
“Return Postage in Mail Surveys: A Meta-Analysis,” (w/ E. J. Lusk), Public Opinion Quarterly, 51 (1987), 233-248. 
 “Estimating Nonresponse Bias in Mail Surveys,” (w/ T. Overton), Journal of Marketing Research, 14 (1977), 396-402. 
“Monetary Incentives in Mail Surveys,” Public Opinion Quarterly, 39 (1975), 111-116. 
“Analyzing Quantitative Models,” (w/ A. Shapiro), Journal of Marketing, 38 (1974), 61-66. 
 “Brief vs. Comprehensive Descriptions in Measuring Intentions to Purchase,” (w/ T. Overton), J. of Marketing Research, 8 

(1971), 114-117. 
“An Application of Econometric Models to International Marketing,” Journal of Marketing Research, 7 (1970), 190-198. 
 
Organizational Behavior 
 

 “Comparing Face-to-Face Meetings, Nominal Groups, Delphi and Prediction Markets on an Estimation Task,” (w/ A. Graefe), 
International Journal of Forecasting, 27 (2011), 183-195. 

“How to Make Better Forecasts and Decisions: Avoid Face-to-face Meetings,” Foresight, 5 (2006), 3-15. 
 “Strategies for Implementing Change: An Experimental Approach,” Group and Organization Studies, 7 (1982), 457-475. 
 
 
Peer Review 
 

“Publication Bias Against Null Results,” (w/ R. Hubbard), Psychological Reports, 80 (1997), 337-338.  

http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/69/
http://principlesofforecasting.com/paperpdf/Combining%20forecasts.pdf
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/36/
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/71/
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=765
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/74/
http://www.jstor.org/stable/25060786?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents
http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CCkQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fpapers.ssrn.com%2Fsol3%2Fpapers.cfm%3Fabstract_id%3D1172737&ei=TO4wU9P8Je2W0gGH8ICoDA&usg=AFQjCNEM-eDjiSauBPvE6SEguvs_4tJ_RA&sig2=CMHXAypO3w98lclaOdzHpA&bvm=bv.63587204,d.dmQ
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=755
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/78/
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/79/
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/3/
http://repository.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1100&context=marketing_papers
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=741
http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CCkQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Frepository.upenn.edu%2Fcgi%2Fviewcontent.cgi%3Farticle%3D1096%26context%3Dmarketing_papers&ei=A4AxU8_DKqXm0gG3q4HoCQ&usg=AFQjCNEgwQqjH3B4c-46MMWt4qpqK6JJnQ&sig2=gACpgA-I7WqaEYNemVmPoA&bvm=bv.63587204,d.dmQ
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/16/
http://www.jstor.org/stable/40216305?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=754
http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CDUQFjAB&url=http%3A%2F%2Frepository.upenn.edu%2Fcgi%2Fviewcontent.cgi%3Farticle%3D1021%26context%3Dmarketing_papers&ei=W-8wU4KtNqLF0QGDgYHwAw&usg=AFQjCNFxKc4gAD0S65vrPdINlxjxvYoXOw&sig2=b_VLO819hfEL80o_uAiV7A&bvm=bv.63587204,d.dmQ
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=731
http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CCkQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Frepository.upenn.edu%2Fcgi%2Fviewcontent.cgi%3Farticle%3D1092%26context%3Dmarketing_papers&ei=IPAwU7LCO4qW0QHriIHQCQ&usg=AFQjCNEO_GQDRyzgQJColtVrQ3Kf_gtnHA&sig2=zK0YOOSYZTiq6Hk8vC649A&bvm=bv.63587204,d.dmQ
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/90/
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/92/
http://www.forecastingprinciples.com/paperpdf/Return%20Postage.pdf
https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=XG9ZedQAAAAJ&citation_for_view=XG9ZedQAAAAJ:2KloaMYe4IUC
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/39/
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/96/
https://marketing.wharton.upenn.edu/files/?whdmsaction=public:main.file&fileID=4557
http://www.jstor.org/stable/3150108?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents
http://repository.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1159&context=marketing_papers
http://repository.upenn.edu/marketing_papers/44/
http://cogprints.org/5202/1/strategies_for_implementing_change.pdf
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=665387
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“Peer Review for Journals: Evidence on Quality Control, Fairness, and Innovation,” Science and Engineering Ethics, 3 (1997), 
63-84. 

“Research on Scientific Journals: Implications for Editors and Authors,” Journal of Forecasting, 1 (1982), 83-104. 
“Is Review by Peers as Fair as it Appears?” Interfaces, 12 (1982), 62-74 [w/ commentary and a follow-up paper]. 
“Barriers to Scientific Contributions: The Author's Formula,” The Behavioral and Brain Sciences, 5 (1982), 197-199. 
 

Personnel Research 
 

“Are Top Executives Paid Enough? An Evidence-Based Approach,” (w/P. Jacquart), Interfaces, 43 (2013), 580-589.  
“Is the Evidence Sufficient to Take Action on Executive Pay?” (w/P. Jacquart), Interfaces, 43 (2013), 602-604. 
“Predicting job performance: The moneyball factor,” Foresight: International Journal of Applied Forecasting, 25 (2012) 
31-34. 
“Predicting Job Performance: A Comparison of Expert Opinion and Research Findings,” (w/ S. Dakin) International 
Journal of Forecasting. 5 (1989), 187-194.  
 

Scientific Method 
 

“Guidelines for Science: Evidence-based Checklists,” (K. Green). Book in process.  
“Replications of Research on Forecasting,” (w/ H. Evanschitzky), International Journal of Forecasting, 26 (2010), 4-8. 
“Verification of Citations: Fawlty Towers of Knowledge,” (w/ M. Wright), Interfaces, 38 (2008), 125-139  [includes 

commentary and “Citation House Rules: Reply to Commentators,” our reply].  
“Replication Research in Marketing Revisited: A Note on a Disturbing Trend,” (w/ H. Evanschitzky, C. Baumgarth, and R. 

Hubbard), Journal of Business Research, 60 (2007), 411-415. 
“Reaping Benefits from Management Research: Lessons from the Forecasting Principles Project,” (w/ R. Pagell), Interfaces, 33 

(2003), 89-111. Commentary and our reply followed in that issue. 
“Hypotheses in Marketing Science: Literature Review and Publication Audit,” (w/ R. Brodie & A. Parsons), Marketing Letters, 

12 (2001), 171-187. 
 “Management Folklore and Management Science,” Interfaces, 26 (1996), 28-42 [commentaries follow along w/ our reply]. 
“Replications and Extensions in Marketing: Rarely Published but Quite Contrary,” (w/ R. Hubbard), International Journal of 

Research in Marketing, 11 (1994), 233-248.  
“Are Null Results Becoming an Endangered Species in Marketing?” (w/ R. Hubbard), Marketing Letters, 3 (1992), 127-136. 
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